
Freelance

Web Developer ( Sep - 2020 | Present)

With my unique blend of skills, a intense passion for clean design and an 
unwavering commitment to performance, I embark on every project with the 
goal of creating digital experiences that leave a lasting impression. lasting 
impression.

DESOFT" Software Agency

Jr. Font-End Developer (May - 2018 | Sept - 2020)

I immersed myself in the intricacies of Javascript software and other Front-End 
technologies like React and Bootstrap, adding a data analytics twist to my skill set. 
It was a time of learning, growing and embracing the fast-paced world of software 
development.

Research Centre "Molecular Engineering".

Digital Marketing ( sept - 2012 | abr - 2018 )

I crafted compelling web strategies, lent my creative touch to branding efforts and 
helped rebrand the web for a more modern marketing strategy. It was a dynamic 
period where technology met creativity, laying the groundwork for my evolution-
ary journey.

School of Computer Science "Martires de Giron".

IT Engineer ( sept - 2009 | jul - 2012 )

I laid my initial technological foundations at the "Mártires de Girón" School of Infor-
matics, where I perfected my network management skills and became the 
person to turn to in case of hardware.
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freecodecamp.org Diplomas

- Responsive Web Design

- JavaScript Algorithms and Data Structure

- Front End Development Libraries

- Data Visualization

- Back End Development and APIs

apollographql.com Diplomas

- Apollo Graph Developer - Associates

google.skillsshop.com Diplomas

- Fundamentals of digital marketing

Martires de Giron" School of Computer Science
Graduated in 2009
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HTML and CSS / JavaScript / Typescript / React 

/ React Native / Next.js / GraphQL / Node / Express.js 

/ Mongo & Mongoose / Astro / ThreeJS / Tailwind 

/ Git & GitHub / UI/UX Design / Strategy 

/ User Research / Agile Methodologies / Collaboration 

/ Design Systems / Graphic Design
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The experience I have gained from the various roles I have held through-
out my career has provided me with a very full range of interpersonal 
skills. As a Front-End Developer, I have worked as a designer and engi-
neer and have the ability to empathise with both disciplines, as well as 
understand the more technical side of product delivery:

- I bring innovative ideas and creative solutions to projects.
- I express myself clearly and effectively, both verbally and in writing, and I 
listen actively.
- I remain calm and efficient in high-pressure situations.
- I analyse situations from a variety of perspectives to make informed de-
cisions.
- I have strong design skills to integrate functionality and aesthetics.
- I facilitate communication between developers and designers to - I facilitate communication between developers and designers to 
ensure consistency.
- I proactively identify and address problems to achieve efficient solu-
tions.

ADRIAN ALVREZ ALONSO
FRONT-END DEVELOPER
https://www.adrian-alvarez.dev/  |  adrian.alvarezalonso1991@gmail.com

“The magic began when I first saw Adobe 
Dreamweaver: it was then that the web 
stole my heart.”


